Application of a chronic illness model as a means of understanding pre-operative psychological adjustment in coronary artery bypass graft patients.
To increase understanding of the factors associated with pre-operative psychological adjustment in coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) patients by assessing the utility of a chronic illness model developed by Scharloo, Kaptein, Weinman, Willems, and Rooijmans (2000). A cross-sectional design was employed. Elective CABG patients (N=119) completed self-report measures of illness representation, self-rated health, social support, coping methods, and pre-operative adjustment (depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptomatology) an average of 30 days prior to surgery. Hierarchical multiple regression was used to assess the mediational relationships proposed by the chronic illness model. Five 3-variable mediational chains were assessed. In all instances, the results conformed to the relationships suggested by the chronic illness model where the strength of the relationship between the independent and dependent variables was reduced when the mediator variable was controlled. However, a significant reduction of this relationship was found in three of the five chains examined. The most rigorous support for the model occurred, where increased use of avoidance coping mediated the relationship between poorer self-rated health and increased PTSD symptomatology, and also where increased use of avoidance coping partially mediated the relationship between a more negative illness representation and increased PTSD symptomatology, and poorer self-rated health and increased depression. The chronic illness model of Scharloo and colleagues shows potential in explaining pre-operative adjustment in CABG patients. Longitudinal examination of the model is recommended.